It is a critical budget, as it will coincide with the timing of the economy coming back to pre-COVID levels and be ready to take off.

The global large buyers are looking for alternative sourcing bases, it is a turning point for the global economy and probably one of the largest opportunities for India to be the next manufacturing hub of the world – Budget needs to ensure a platform is laid for manufacturing to grow.

Indian industry does not need incentives, its needs a level playing field and competitive environment to compete with all globally – power, labour, capital, tax parity etc has to be at international levels

Budget needs to ensure raw materials are available to the industry at international prices.

Budget needs to simplify compliance of law, so business can focus more on building businesses rather than spending a great chunk of their time in support activities.

Textile industry needs refund of full taxes for exports, across the chain under ROTEDP.

Budget needs to ensure that all Government Departments have same time deadlines as industry for giving support as per assigned roles – delays in permissions, support and funding has a multiplier impact on costs.

This Budget, can lay down a game changing platform for an industrial revolution in India